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Mobile Game Development Projects
04/05/2013

Location: RHIT Computer Science and Software
Engineering Department F-217 Lab
*All times are EDT*
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM - Workshop
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM - Lunch and Networking
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM - Work with materials and ask
questions

Register Today!

Click the link below for more information!
www.rose-prism.org/files/RHIT-Computer-ScienceWorkshop.pdf

NSTA New Teacher Academy

The NSTA New Science Teacher Academy, cofounded by the Amgen Foundation, is a
professional development initiative created to help promote quality science teaching,
enhance teacher confidence and classroom excellence, and improve teacher content
knowledge.
According to a 2003 study by Richard Ingersoll, nearly 50% of beginning teachers leave
their jobs in the first five years. The NSTA New Science Teacher Academy endeavors
to use mentoring and other professional development resources to support science
teachers during the often challenging, initial teaching years and to help them stay in
the profession.
Academy Fellow Benefits:
• All-expense-paid (accommodations, airfare, meals, and registration fees) trip to the
NSTA National Conference on Science Education
• Full membership in the National Science Teachers Association
• Access to facilitated, web-based curriculum devoted to content and classroom
pedagogy
• Professional development web seminars conducted by leaders in science education
• E-mentoring from experts in the Fellow’s science discipline and grade level
• Attendance at a Professional Development Institute or a Research Dissemination
More information - www.nsta.org/academy/
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PBS Design Squad

pbskids.org/designsquad/

The DESIGN SQUAD NATION website is
an online community that grew out of
the DESIGN SQUAD television series that
aired on PBS KIDS. The site targets kids
ages 8 and older and features creative
activities, engaging video, interactive
games, and exciting contests.
The goal of Design Squad is to give kids
a stronger understanding of the design
process, and the connection between
engineering and the things we all use in
everyday life.
The results of engineering are all around
us: from cars to cameras and everything
in between. Being an engineer doesn’t

mean being a “nerd” with a pocket protector. It means being a creative problem
solver, an innovative thinker and a team
player.
The website offers many examples that
contextualize engineering concepts and
spurs kids to explore those concepts on
their own or with a parent or educator.
The DESIGN SQUAD NATION website
equips kids with science and math skills,
inspires them, and lays the foundation
they need to participate in engineering
activities later in life.
Twitter - @DesignSquad

PBS Learning Media
indiana.pbslearningmedia.org/

As America’s largest classroom, teachers of children from pre-K through 12th grade
turn to PBS for digital content and services that help bring classroom lessons to life.
PBS LearningMedia, a partnership of PBS and WGBH Educational Foundation, is a free
media-on-demand service available to educators nationwide. It brings together the
best of public media and delivers research-based, classroom-ready rich media experiences that engage students in exploring curriculum concepts that align with National
and Common Core State Standards. Drawing from critically acclaimed PBS programs
such as NOVA, FRONTLINE, AMERICAN EXPERIENCE and PBS KIDS programs like SID
THE SCIENCE KID, as well as content from organizations including The National Archives
Smithsonian, NPR, and NASA, the free service offers teachers access to more than
20,000 videos, images and articles to enrich classroom instruction.
Twitter - @PBS

EcoKids

Started in 1994, EcoKids is a free, environmental education program that offers curriculum-linked materials and activities for Canadian elementary schools to engage in
environmental action.

www.ecokids.ca/pub/index.cfm

Our award-winning EcoKids web site -- the centerpiece of the program -- is an interactive environmental web site for children, their families, and educators in Canada and
around the world. It offers topical information about the environment through interactive, fun, educational games and activities that utilize participants’ willingness to learn.
Winner of a WebAward
Children are encouraged to form their own opinions, make decisions, get involved and
understand the impact their own actions have on the environment.
Designed to inspire children to become life-long environmental stewards, EcoKids is an
invaluable resource for educators, youth group leaders and parents.
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NCTM Illuminations

illuminations.nctm.org/

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics is a public voice of mathematics
education, providing vision, leadership,
and professional development to support
teachers in ensuring mathematics learning of the highest quality for all students.
With 100,000 members and 250 affiliates,
NCTM is the world’s largest organization
dedicated to improving math education in
preK‑12.
Illuminations is designed to:
• Provide Standards-based resources
that improve the teaching and learn-

•

ing of mathematics for all students.
Provide materials that illuminate
the vision for school mathematics
set forth in Principles and Standards
for School Mathematics, Curriculum
Focal Points for Prekindergarten
through Grade 8 Mathematics, and
Focus in High School Mathematics:
Reasoning and Sense Making.

Illuminations is part of the prestigious
Verizon Thinkfinity program.
Twitter - @NCTMIllum

Yummy Math

www.yummymath.com/

We’ve created Yummy Math to provide teachers with an easy way to bring real-life
into their math classrooms. It is our belief that when math is explored in contexts that
are familiar and of interest to students, students will be more engaged to do math,
reason, think critically, question and communicate. Our activities are written to correspond with the NCTM Process Standards and the CCSS Standards for Mathematical
Practice. We are in the process of adding CCSS correlation to each of our activities.
We’ve kept the site updated with multiple activities per week since March 2010 at no
charge to teachers. If you have used our material, please consider making a donation
to help us continue bringing meaningful mathematics to you and your students.
Twitter - @Yummymath

Inside Mathematics - Tools for Educators

At Inside Mathematics, we’ve assembled multiple ways for educators to begin to transform their teaching practices.

www.insidemathematics.org/index.
php/tools-for-teachers

Tasks and Assessments Aligned with Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Explore materials and tasks you can use immediately with your students; search by
grade level and content area below to find core mathematical principles as well as materials developed by the Mathematics Assessment Resource Service (MARS).
The Problems of the Month are designed to be used schoolwide to promote a problemsolving theme at your school. The problem is divided into five levels, Level A through
Level E, to allow access and scaffolding for the students into different aspects of the
problem and to stretch students to go deeper into mathematical complexity.
The work of a content area coach or teacher leader addresses dilemmas of education
reform, pedagogical change, relational and collaborative work, and reflective practice. If
you work as a mentor, coach, department chair or district leader, you can find resources
here to help teachers begin and sustain the work to improve math teaching and learning
in their classrooms.
The role of a school administrator or district mathematics coordinator carries responsibility for establishing the conditions for teacher work and student learning on a sitewide basis. Here, school leaders can find resources to support their work with teachers.
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Cyberchase

pbskids.org/cyberchase/

CYBERCHASE, the award-winning,
research-based adventure series and
website, helps kids develop strong math
and problem-solving skills. Explore this
site for ways to help your favorite kids
get the most out of math! Designed for
kids ages 8 to 12 and packed with mystery, humor, and action, CYBERCHASE
delivers positive messages about math
by teaching concepts in a fun way that
kids can understand. Each episode takes
our heroes on a thrilling adventure
driven by a different math concept. From

tackling time in ancient Egyptian tombs
to cracking codes in creepy caves, kids
learn that math is everywhere and fun
to use! Beyond the TV episodes, learning
continues through dynamic web games
and print activities that help kids explore
their world -- and have a blast with math
in their homes and neighborhoods! Plus,
grown-ups can bring the fun and adventure of CYBERCHASE to classrooms and
after-school programs with lesson plans
and video clips.

ABCya
ABCya.com is the leader in free educational kids computer games and activities for elementary students to learn on the web. All children’s educational computer activities
were created or approved by certified school teachers. All educational games are free
and are modeled from primary grade lessons and enhanced to provide an interactive
way for children to learn.

www.abcya.com/

Grade level lessons incorporate areas such as math and language arts while introducing basic computer skills. Many of the kindergarten and first grade activities are
equipped with sound to enhance understanding. Fun children’s Holiday activities are
available in grade level sections!
Apple, The New York Times, Disney Family Fun Magazine and Fox News have featured
ABCya.com’s award-winning games and apps.

NASA Kid’s Club
The Internet provides your students with access to thousands of resources -- some
educational, some entertaining, and some with content inappropriate for students.
NASA encourages you to take time to monitor your student’s use of the Internet by
visiting sites with them, playing games with them, and setting firm guidelines about
which types of sites they are allowed to visit.

www.nasa.gov/audience/forkids/kidsclub/flash/

We know you can’t be with your students constantly while they are online. However,
if you take the time to instruct them before they’re allowed to use the computer, you
may keep them from being exposed to pornography, inappropriate adult-focused
content, and even child predators who often lurk in chat rooms. Usage monitoring
software is available commercially to help you with this task.
NASA will provide a wealth of resources that are safe, fun, and educational for your
students. You can expect them to find reliable information on space-related topics, as
well as games, Web quests, and even chats with NASA experts.
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Solve the Outbreak

Get clues, analyze data, solve the case,
and save lives! In this fun app, you get to
be the Disease Detective.

Do you quarantine the village? Talk to
people who are sick? Ask for more lab
results? The better your answers, the
higher your score - and the more quickly
itunes.apple.com/app/id592485067 you’ll save lives. You’ll start out as a
Trainee and can earn badges by solving
cases, with the goal of earning the top
rank: Disease Detective.
New outbreaks happen every day, and
CDC’s Disease Detectives are on the front

lines, working 24/7 to save lives and
protect people. When a new outbreak
happens, Disease Detectives are sent in
to figure out how the outbreak started
before it can spread further.
In this app, you get to Solve the Outbreak! You’ll also:
･ Learn about diseases and outbreaks in
an engaging way.
･ See how CDC’s Disease Detectives save
lives around the world.
･ Post your scores on Facebook or Twitter
and challenge your friends to do better!

Common Core Standards App

itunes.apple.com/us/app/commoncore-standards/id439424555?mt=8

View the Common Core State Standards in one convenient FREE app! A great reference for students, parents, and teachers to easily read and understand the core
standards. Quickly find standards by subject, grade, and subject category (domain/
cluster). This app includes Math standards K-12 and Language Arts standards K-12.
Math standards include both traditional and integrated pathways (as outlined in
Appendix A of the common core) and synthesizes Language Arts standards with the
Corresponding College and Career Readiness Standards (CCR’s).
To learn more about MasteryConnect’s free web-based solution for teachers to track
common core standards and parents to follow along, check out www.masteryconnect.com

GeoDash: Wild Animal Adventure
Geo is on a mission and he needs your help! Join the curious robot as he explores
Earth’s habitats, earning awesome animal abilities along the way. You’ll be able to
leap like a poison frog, dig like an armadillo, climb like a baboon—even run like a
cheetah! Every time you get a new ability, Geo gets a new look. As you explore,
you’ll collect animal cards with pictures, cool facts, funny jokes, and really weird
itunes.apple.com/us/app/geodash-wild- trivia.
animal-adventure/id573679651?mt=8

Virtual Manipulatives!
I have provided a virtual set of fraction bars on www.abcya.com for several years.
Many teachers have contacted me about creating a similar application for the iPad.
Here it is! I offer this app for free because virtual manipulatives alone do not provide
meaning for learners; they require a teacher to guide meaning and connections.
A good feedback loop is essential to deliver the best results. I encourage adults to
send your thoughts and suggestions on how to improve this app. To the best of my
itunes.apple.com/ca/app/virtual-manip- ability I will incorporate your ideas into subsequent versions to deliver what you
want.
ulatives!/id471341079?mt=8
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Professional Opportunities

Ruth Mason Quarry - Adult Dig Thu 7/05/12 To Fri 7/05/13
Dinosaur fossils aren’t just for kids! Join museum staff at the Ruth Mason Quarry in South Dakota—the largest fossil
bed of duck-billed dinosaurs in the world, to dig fossils for the museum’s collection. Dig for five full days with other dino
enthusiasts. Participants must be 21 or older. Contact Becky Wolfe at Beckyw@childrensmuseum.org for questions or
more information.
www.childrensmuseum.org/professional-development
Edcamp Fort Wayne
Saturday, May 4, 2013 from 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM (EDT), Fort Wayne, IN. Welcome to EdCamp Fort Wayne! We are
proud to bring you Northeast Indiana’s first “unconference” in 2013. The edcamp movement began in 2009 with the
first ever EdCamp Philly. EdCamp Fort Wayne looks to bring together innovative educators in Northeast Indiana to
share ideas, discuss instructional best practices, and more importantly impact our student’s lives. We look forward to
this journey and please stay tuned for more information as it unfolds!
edcampfw.wordpress.com/
April 27, 2013 Project Learning Tree and Arbor Day Celebration 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Fee: $35 Celebrate National
Arbor Day and try out a wide variety of hands-on, interdisciplinary activities that teach about the environment using
forests and trees as a window to learning. Each participant who completes the full six-hour workshop will receive a
newly updated activity guide packed with 96 broad-based, hands-on, easy to use (and fun) activities! Activities were
developed by a team of educators and resource experts and have been tested in classrooms across the country.
www.nps.gov/indu/forteachers/professionaldevelopment.htm
June 22, 2013 - Dunes Ecology Focusing on Threatened and Endangered Species 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. Location: Douglas Center for Environmental Education Fee: $35 includes lunch and materials The dunes are home to the Karner blue
butterfly, Pitcher’s thistle, and the Indiana bat, all species listed as threatened or endangered. Learn about the latest
research on these species and acquire some interesting activities developed in partnership with Notre Dame University
to teach about endangered species in your classroom. Participants will receive a book on endangered species for attending.
www.nps.gov/indu/for teachers/professionaldevelopment.htm

What PRISM Can Do For You!
• Easily find the perfect
teaching and learning
resources from our library
of over 4,000.

• Store your classroom
materials online so that
they are available to you
from any computer.

• Save a list of your favorite
resources for quick
retrieval.

• Reach your students more
effectively by using web
media for the digital age.

• Create and share lesson
plans that teach your
subjects utilizing your
favorite resources.

• Earn PGPs by completing
PRISM led online Moodle
course – either Beginning
Moodle or Intermediate
Moodle courses are
• Develop online classrooms
available to you at no cost
with interactive
several times throughout
assignments, lessons,
the year.
quizzes and more!

www.rose-prism.org

• Select from free learning
resources that emphasize
visualization, rich context,
staged-problem solving,
and electronically
enabled collaboration /
communication.
• Augment your own
dynamic presence in the
classroom with teaching
tools that mirror the skills
needed for success in
higher education and the
21st Century workplace.

Through our strong support
from the Lilly Endowment
and others, we are constantly growing and improving.
Check our site regularly to
see what new resources you
can use in your classroom.

PRISM is a free website that provides collections of online resources
for Indiana educators in the fields of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM). The primary collection of digital teaching
materials is indexed according to the Common Core and Indiana State
Standards.

www.rose-prism.org

